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Abstract.  The cumulative occurrence of the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) is hastily growing and impacted 

196 international locations and territories with the USA,  U.K, Italy, Spain and followed by India. Numerous 

research stated that the disorder because of CoV-2 is extra risky for humans with susceptible and weak immune 

systems. Travel records of inflamed topics may be tracked automatically, to take a look at epidemiological 

correlations with the unfolding of the disorder and to make contributions to this information, several researchers 

are reading the exclusive dimensions of pandemic and giving out the effects to assist humanity. To make 

contributions to the present-day human crisis, our strive on this is to look at is to make a severity analysis system 

for COVID-19. The software can be developed for this idea to inspect and test the spreading of infectious diseases, 

so as to predict patient severity based on medical records effectively. Making use of health and travel data using 

ML algorithms to identify COVID-19 infected persons. Analyzing the factors which play an important role in 

predicting the severity of COVID-19 infection in the patient. 

Index Terms — Coronavirus, Severity, Framework, Pandemic, Predictive models. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

he novel Coronavirus disease was first reported in China, on December 2019. It quickly 

spread over the globe. The causal virus’s cumulative incidence quickly raised and affected 

196 nations and territories, with the United States, Spain, Italy, United Kingdom, and France 

were among the most affected followed by India. The World Health Organization declared 

the outbreak of the coronavirus a pandemic as the virus continued to spread. The potential 

of CoV2 to spread rapidly through human contact, with roughly 20% of those infected 

becoming asymptomatic carriers, distinguishes the pandemic generated by CoV2 from 

related viruses such as SARS and MERS. Furthermore, according to various studies, the 

sickness induced by CoV2 is more dangerous for persons who have a weak immune system. 

The severe effects of COVID19 are more likely to affect the elderly and individuals with 

life-threatening conditions such as diabetes, neurological diseases, coronary artery disease, 

and AIDS. CoV2's behavior necessitates the creation of a solid mathematical foundation for 

tracking its spread, as well as the creating tracking mechanism for making quick and correct 

online judgments. New solutions are needed to generate, manage, and analyze large amounts 

of data on the incidence of conditions, patient data, and community activity, as well as to 

integrate clinical trial data, medications, genetics, and public health data. Researchers can 

predict where and when the disease will spread by combining this data with machine 

learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) and warning those areas to be prepared. 

 

The main motivation for the COVID-19 Patient Severity prediction based on the patient’s 

record is the global havoc it has created, and the suffering people are undergoing through 

this. In this paper, we are trying to build a Machine Learning model to predict the severity 

of a patient based on their previous medical records and travel history. As it is known that a 
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patient’s previous health state plays a gargantuan role in deciding whether a person can 

survive the pandemic, we have decided to use Machine learning to check and tell who suffers 

the most specific and allied factors for the severity of infection on the patient. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] COVID-19 Outbreak Prediction with Machine Learning provides many outbreak 

prediction modals for COVID-19, which may help people around the area to make mindful 

selections and take measures.  Among the same old fashions for COVID-19 worldwide 

pandemic prediction, easy epidemiological and statistical fashions have obtained greater 

interest from authorities, and they're famous withinside the media.  Due to an excessive 

degree of uncertainty and shortage of crucial information, popular fashions have proven low 

accuracy for long-time period prediction. This paper affords a comparative evaluation of 

gadget getting to know and smooth computing fashions to are expecting the COVID-19 

outbreak as an opportunity to SIR (Susceptible, Infected 

Recovered) and SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Recovered) fashions [1].  

[2] COVID-19 occurrence forecasting using Supervised Machine Learning Models 

demonstrates the functionality of Machine Learning fashions to forecast the variety of 

upcoming sufferers laid low with COVID-19 that's currently taken into consideration as a 

capability risk to mankind.  Three kinds of predictions are made via way of means of each 

of the fashions, along with the variety of newly inflamed instances, the variety of deaths and 

recoveries within the subsequent 10 days [2].  

[3] Prediction version and chance rankings of ICU ward admitting and mortality index in 

COVID-19 cope with a retrospective assessment of clinical statistics of geography, 

laboratory assessments and comorbidities on the preliminary presentation.  The number one 

results had been ICU admission and loss of life. Logistic regression become used to perceive 

impartial scientific variables predicting the 2 results [3]. 

[4] Machine-learning prediction of coronavirus disease in India. Makes an easily available 

device which lets one know ways to expect the type, size, and timeline of COVID-19 

instances volume and wind-up length crosswise India.  Method outperformed whilst likened 

to formerly available sensible fashions on the bases of precision of prediction. Hence, 

installing area the measures of prevention can successfully manipulate the unfold of 

COVID-19, and additionally, the loss of life price could be decreased and in the end, be over 

in India and different nations [4].  

[5] Modelling and Prediction of the disease with Deep Assessment Methodology and 

fractional calculus makes a specialty of modelling, predicting, and evaluating confirmed, 

recovered, and useless instances of COVID-19 via way of means of the use of Fractional 

Calculus in contrast with different fashions for 8 countries [5].  

[6] Development and validation of a gadget getting to know-primarily based prediction 

version for near-time period in-health centre mortality amongst sufferers with COVID-19.  

A version is evolved to validate the predictions of near-time period in-health centre mortality 

amongst sufferers with COVID-19 via way of means of the utility of a gadget getting to 

know (ML) set of rules on time-series inpatient information from digital fitness statistics [6].  



 

[7] Covid-19 of Portugal province: prediction of hospital admission, ICU and predictions on 

respiratory-health made on the numerous ranges of a patient’s data, namely: pre-

hospitalization (checking out time), post-hospitalization, and post-extensive care.  The well-

timed prediction of the clinical wishes of inflamed people permits a higher and faster care 
provision for the essential instances, helping the control of to be had resources [7].  

III. METHODOLOGY 

Datasets are important in the process of selecting the perfect algorithm for the problem. The 

Random Forest algorithm is used to classify the patient’s records. Many Machine Learning 

techniques can be applied to this problem statement. Machine learning techniques include 

supervised learning, regression, etc. The appropriate technology that can be used for this 

problem statement is the supervised machine learning technique. To categorize the problem 

by input and/or output and to understand the data. Some algorithms can work with small0 

sample sets while others require huge amount of samples. After exploring the dataset, the 

selection of features plays an important role. A computational model will be developed by 

applying the algorithms that will efficiently detect patient healthcare reports. Several 

supervised learning algorithms are proposed among which an efficient algorithm is selected 

which helps us to achieve better accuracy effectively. 

 
 

Fig 1.1 System Architecture 

 

 



 

Fig 1.2. Data Flow Diagram 

 

 

Fig 1.3. Use Case Diagram 

.   Random Forest (R.F) 

 

 R.F are a combination of algorithms for classification, regression etc., that do the 

job by creating many decision trees at the time of training and giving out the class which 

Classification or Regression of the individual trees within. Random forests correct from 

decision trees' property of overfitting to its training data set. 

A supervised classification algorithm, the Random Forest algorithm is used to 

create a forest in some fashion and make it random, as evidenced by its name. The amount 

of trees in the forest has a direct relationship with the accuracy of the results: the more trees, 

the more accurate the result. However, it's important to highlight that making the decision 

with the information gain or gain index approach is not the same as producing the forest. 

B.   K-Nearest Neighbor 

K-Nearest Neighbors is the simplest but critical class of algorithms in Machine 

Learning. It belongs to the supervised gaining knowledge of the area and unearths excessive 

utility in sample recognition, information mining and intrusion detection. 

It is broadly disposable in real-existence eventualities because it's miles non-

parametric, meaning, it does now no longer make any underlying assumptions 

approximately the distribution of information (in preference to different algorithms 

including GMM, which expect a Gaussian distribution of the given information). 

C.   Support Vector Machine 

 This is a supervised algorithm for gaining knowledge of the set of rules which may 

be used for types of regression challenges. However, it's far mainly utilized in type problems. 

In the SVM set of rules, we plot every information object as a factor in n-dimensional 

Space(wherein ‘n’ is the variety of capabilities) with the price of every characteristic being 

the price of a specific point.  Then, we carry out type via way of means of locating the hyper-

plane that separates the 2 instructions very well (examine the beneath image). 



 

 
 

Fig 2. Support Vector Classifier scatter plot 

Support Vectors are the points of a person’s observation. The SVM classifier is a 

partition that separates the 2 instructions (hyper-plane/ line). 

 

D.   Decision Tree 

 

 The Decision Tree belongs to supervised algorithms. Unlike different 

supervised algorithms, it is used for fixing regression and category issues too. 

The purpose of the usage of a Decision Tree is to create a version which can be used 

to expect the elegance or cost of the goal variable via means of studying easy choice 

regulations taken from previous data (educational data).  

For predicting a category label for a document, we begin from the foundation of the 

tree. We examine the values of the foundation characteristic with the document’s 

characteristics. On the premise of comparison, we observe the department like that cost and 

bounce to the following node. 

 

 

 

E.   Linear regression 

Linear regression is more straightforward to apply and analyze, as well as to train. 

Overfitting is a common issue with linear regression; however, it may be readily prevented 

by making use of dimensionality reduction techniques and regularization techniques along 

with cross-validation. 

IV. LIMITATIONS 

A. Random Forest 

 It's good at classification but not so much at regression because it can't 

forecast continuous nature well. Regression does not forecast beyond the range of the 

training data, and it is possible to overfit, especially for noisy data sets. 

B. K Nearest Neighbour 



 

 This algorithm works well only with data not having large datasets and 

many dimensions. Feature scaling is required before applying the KNN algorithm or else it 

might generate wrong predictions. It is sensitive to noisy data, missing values, and outliers.  

C. Linear Regression 

This is liable to overfitting but can be prevented by using dimensionality reduction. 

The main limitation is that it assumes linearity for the dependent variable and the 

independent variable. It is also prone to multicollinearity because it thinks there is no relation 

among independent variables. 

V. TESTING 

A.  Exploratory data analysis 

The graph below shows the different severity of the patients in the data set. 

 

Fig 3.1 Severity of the patients w.r.t Age 

The graph below shows the different sex of the patients in the data set 



 

 

 

 Fig 3.2 Bar plot on basis of the sex of the patients 

 

The graph below shows the different severity of the patients in the data set  

 

Fig 3.3 Different severity of patients 



 

 

Fig 3.4 Feature importance from the classifier 

 

1.    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Algorithm Accuracy 

Random Forest 98.13 

KNN 92.00 

Linear Regression 98.82 

Decision Tree Classifier 97.70 

Support Vector Classifier 98.7 

 

As it can be viewed in the above table, SVC scored the highest accuracy and KNN scored 

the least. 

 



 

Fig 4.1 Results of test sets 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model is data-dependent and is subject to modification in the covid 19 virus. 

The model will be needing new data to understand patients accurately. The data set needs to 

be large with more features to play with so that we are sure it performs accurately. This 

model can be deployed with real-time data and used by doctors to classify the patients at the 

beginning. The model can be modified for other risk predictions of another disease. 
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